
GO ONLINE

UNIQUE DUAL EXTRACTION SLOTS

IN-LINE SOLUTION STRAINER

SOLUTION CONTROL VALVE

SLIDING VACUUM RELEASE

TRIGGER VALVE AND GLIDE

LIGHTWEIGHT AND HIGHLY FLEXIBLE 

UPHOLSTERY

PRO 
Upholstery cleaning experts are 
already calling the Upholstery Pro 
the best tool ever!

SOLUTION CONTROL VALVE

VISIT THE LEGEND BRANDS FAMILY AT

WWW.LEGENDBRANDS.NET

Item # 9250280

Now you can effectively clean a wide range of fabrics with confidence.  

Featuring a state of the art glide design that provides great soil removal 

 and super dry fabrics, the Upholstery Pro will make you a pro right away.  

Precision flow control allows for easy, on-the-fly adjustments while the  

continuous flow option relieves the strain of holding the valve. Dual vacuum  

slots allow you to extract in both directions for the best clean possible. Unlike  

jetted tools, the Upholstery Pro does not produce overspray. The cleaning head 

 is correctly angled and carefully balanced to reduce wrist, arm and back fatigue,

making the Upholstery Pro far easier to use than other tools on the market.

Blow Out Sale!

Regular Price 

$ 849.26 X 

Now only 

 + Tax 
While Supplies Last! 

Limited Quantity

1.888.337.2929

www.wesclean.com

FEATURES

Item # 9250280

Now you can effectively clean a wide range of fabrics with confidence.

Featuring a state of the art glide design that provides great soil removal

 and super dry fabrics, the Upholstery Pro will make you a pro right away.

Precision flow control allows for easy, on-the-fly adjustments while the

continuous flow option relieves the strain of holding the valve. Dual vacuum

slots allow you to extract in both directions for the best clean possible. Unlike

jetted tools, the Upholstery Pro does not produce overspray. The cleaning head

 is correctly angled and carefully balanced to reduce wrist, arm and back fatigue,

making the Upholstery Pro far easier to use than other tools on the market.

Blow Out Sale!

Regular Price

$ 849.26X

$ 499.00  

While Supplies Last!

Limited Quantity

1.888.337.2929

www.wesclean.com

FEATURES


